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■■ Public cloud services running on Microsoft Windows Azure in Microsoft’s
global data centers
■■ The Fujitsu Global Cloud appliance Platform powered by Windows Azure
operating in Japan
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How it works
Hybrid Cloud Services from Fujitsu, an integrated management
of various cloud platform, including Partner Cloud (Microsoft
Windows Azure based components) through Fujitsu Cloud
Service Management platform that provide centralized
governance and billing to customer.

Reaping The Benefits
Realize cost and flexibility benefits of public cloud: by leveraging
the proven Windows Azure cloud platform, in combination with
other cloud platforms and on-premise systems. Typically, we can
help customers achieve savings of 30% or more compared to
traditional approaches.

In addition, the private cloud to public cloud connectivity of
Fujitsu Hybrid Cloud Services extends the value of private clouds
by adding lower cost support for highly elastic workloads,
distributed applications and other workloads suitable for a
public cloud environment yet requiring integration with onpremise systems.

Meet data residency or regulatory requirements: by maintaining
systems of record on-premise in a private cloud or a Fujitsu private
cloud in country, securely linking to Windows Azure for processing.

Making it happen
To exploit a Hybrid Cloud Services model, organizations must
first consider which applications or IT workloads should be
moved to public and / or private clouds for maximum return.
In response, Fujitsu provides a full set of advisory and
assessment services to assist you with this process to ensure the
optimum design and workload migration. In addition, we offer
a series of transformation services to accelerate and de-risk your
adoption of cloud services.
Fujitsu Managed Security Services

We can help in a number of ways:
i) Using our Cloud Consulting Services to advise you on the most
appropriate cloud deployment model – determining where best
to place your workloads and data
ii) Providing proven reference architectures to ensure the effective
design and deployment of cloud platforms – taking advantage of
Microsoft Windows Azure, Fujitsu private cloud and other vendor
offerings where appropriate
iii) Delivering Proof of Concepts to de-risk your investment and
accelerate your adoption of cloud services
iv) Providing the integration expertise to securely connect your
existing on-premise systems safely with cloud instances

Why Fujitsu
Fujitsu is the third largest IT company in the world, providing a full
range of enterprise-class IT services – with a track record of successful
cloud deployments. Fujitsu works with other cloud providers to ensure
you achieve the optimal mix of private, public, on-premise and hosted
cloud solutions. Our close partnership with Microsoft is a prime
example: We were the one of Microsoft’s strategic partner to be able to
deliver Microsoft Windows Azure as a cloud service. It’s a recognition
of the strength of the partnership and shared expertise between two
companies. Our Hybrid Cloud Services offering is a truly global solution
– meeting the demands of organizations wanting to deploy and easily
expand their solutions across the world. Significantly, it’s also ‘local’
with the default configuration set to ensure that data can stay resident
in-country, meeting regulations and data sovereignty needs.

Improve business agility: by providing rapid provisioning of new
resources, allowing you to develop and launch applications with far
greater agility.
Avoid vendor lock-in: through flexible cloud deployments that allow
you to more readily switch vendor as your business needs change.
Reduce commercial complexity: Fujitsu offers integrated billing and
provisioning for all services in all locations spanning multiple clouds.
Simplify management: by providing a global help desk offering a
single point of support, Fujitsu takes full ownership of any issues
ensuring fast and effective problem escalation without the run-around.
Address security concerns: with built-in firewall and managed security
services provisioning to ensure the security of your environment.

What’s next?

To find out more, contact us at info@sg.fujitsu.com
Nexus @ one north
1 Fusionopolis Link, #04-01, Singapore 138542
Email: info@sg.fujitsu.com
Web: sg.fujitsu.com

Alternatively:
■ Request an Executive Workshop to help your business understand the
cloud options available to best meet your business needs
■ Engage Fujitsu to develop a Cloud Roadmap for your business through a
series of facilitated working sessions with your team
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